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DRM:  Tell us who you are and where you’re from. 

 

JH:  I’m John Hawkins and I live in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

 

DRM:  And when were you at the University? 

 

JH:  Graduated from Ole Miss in uh 1984, so I was here from 1980 to 1984.    

 

DRM:  And what was the racial climate like when you were here?  

 

JH:  Well it’s interesting, because um the University when I arrived uh, it was an 

environment where all of the students were very much, you know, coming together 

and uh getting to know each other uh the curiosity that young people have in getting 

to know people of different cultures.  Um, and I guess it was about my sophomore 

year when uh the climate started to get a bit more electric just because of some of 

the changes that were happening socially on campus regarding the uh the rebel flag, 

and things of that sort.   

 

DRM:  What is your claim to fame in that issue? 

 

JH:  Well I’m not sure I call it a claim to fame.  Um, uh, but uh I, you know one of the 

things that I was involved in uh when I was here was I was the president uh of the 

Black Student Union at one point, but I was also the first black cheerleader here at 

Ole Miss, and uh I think on the heels of that, because it was a popularly elected role, 

uh, and I think one of the things that made it so profound was the, the move, and 

the--to influence the organizations of the University to move away from its formal 

association with the Confederate flag.  

 

DRM: what do you remember most about your time here? 

 

JH:  Uh you know it was a coming of age uh experience for me as it was for most 

young people on campus at the time.  Uh, you know the most profound experience of 

course was uh , with the aftermath of, of the push to move away from uh the rebel 

flag as an official symbol of the university.  Uh the turmoil associated with that of 

course uh was even more so defining as—I had to uh you now really be true to my 

values and uh my purpose and what I believed uh in terms of what was right for the 

university and uh other students like me that were on campus. 

 



DRM: What kind of repercussions did you face by taking a stand against such a 

popular symbol? 

 

JH:  Well, you know, I think that anytime someone makes a, a statement by making 

uh by taking a stand that’s unpopular then there are going to be repercussions.  Uh, I 

was so young and naïve in those days that I didn’t think about it as taking a stance 

uh from a political standpoint.  It was a young man that was uh--did what he thought 

was right uh based on his uh sense of values and beliefs and uh you know the formal 

identification of that symbol based on what it represented uh was not something 

that I could uh could allow myself to, to stand behind. Not as a way of offending 

anyone else, but for the purpose of standing true to my value system. 

 

DRM: What was the first you heard of James Meredith? 

 

JH:  Uh when I was in high school, of course, I heard about James Meredith.  Uh I 

grew up in a small town about 15 minutes south of Oxford so um you know, as a 

young African-American male growing up in the 60s, 15 minutes south of Oxford 

you certainly hear the stories uh and see on the news all the, the things that were 

happening that involved James Meredith when he came to the university.   

 

DRM: How has the university evolved in the last 50 years? 

 

JH:  You know, I, I made this statement earlier today. I am actually quite pleased to 

see evolution of this journey.  And that’s really what it is, it’s a journey.  Because uh 

50 years ago on the heels of kind of the integration and the affirmative action and 

the Civil Rights movement and the period in which James Meredith came on campus 

to the period of inclusion and, and, and uh, and, and, and, the celebration of diversity 

that the campus represents.  To see some of the young people and the successes 

they have had on campus, some of the milestone achievements that have taken place 

on the university’s campus where it’s first ASB president, first African American ASB 

president.  All those traditional, if you will, power positions, to see students be able 

to, to uh achieve those, those dreams and those goals I think is fantastic, not only for 

them individually, but I think it’s a fantastic statement of the progress the university 

has made over the last 50 years.  Quite frankly, it’s because of the recognition of 

some of those things that I was inclined to come back and want to be a part of that. 

 

DRM:  Where would Mississippi and the university be without James Meredith? 

 

JH:  Uh, well I mean James Meredith’s legacy um, you know, speaks for itself.  I mean 

none of us would have had the opportunity to be admitted to this university to go 

out and have the experiences that we’ve had and the lives that we’ve lived where it 

not been for him being the first.  Uh, as is the case with other uh key milestone 

successes that people have had over the last 50 years the sum of those things will 

helpfully, hopefully lead to other young people being able to uh to continue to 

inspire and achieve as well.    

 



DRM:  Is James Meredith a hero? 

 

JH:  Definitely I think a hero in what he represented and uh in the courage it 

required for him to, to be the first African-American student and deal with the 

struggle and challenges that he faced at that time.  

 

DRM: You spoke on the panel that this was a great moment for Ole Miss to redefine 

itself. 

 

JH: Well I really believe it is.  Um, you know, historically Ole Miss has always kind of 

fought from behind.  Playing a bit of catch up uh in the area of race relations and 

social issues.   And I think that uh here we are in another defining moment in its 

history where as you look at the most recent census and the demographic shifts that 

are upon us, I think it’s really an opportunity for Ole Miss to take the legacy that it’s 

create over the last 50 years, and the celebration of that, the potential of that, to 

really become a thoughtful leader in this space.  Uh, Kitty uh Dumas talked about 

the, the Winter Center and the work that it is doing in to help in the areas of, of 

racial reconciliation, and I think that is an important foundational place to start.  But 

from a strategic standpoint having a university like Ole Miss to, to lend itself to being 

a beacon for multiculturalism, beyond just black and white uh and male and female, 

you know and so forth and so on.  But really being a multicultural beacon uh for the 

21st century is a wonderful opportunity for this university.   

 

DRM: What about the Black Bear? 

 

JH:  Well, you know that is an interesting question.  I quite frankly have thought that 

much about the Black Bear.  Uh, I will admit though I saw when I was having 

breakfast this morning uh a student that had the Colomel Reb on his shirt and he 

had a not-so-kind um, um reference to the Black Bear on, on that.  So it’s quite 

obvious that there are still some work that’s being done to embrace the black bear 

in the university’s culture.  Um if the black bear is the right symbol um I mean that’s 

for others to decide.  I think what’s important is, is that Ole Miss has an opportunity 

to redefine itself with some symbol that all students can embrace.  And if that’s the 

black bear, then that’s the black bear.  Uh, when you start to talk about recognition 

of, of differences from an inclusion standpoint and celebrating multiculturalism then 

I think that the university should continue to, to strive to create an environment 

where uh it creates a culture where all kids and all students can be a part of its 

future.   

 

DRM:  Very good. 

 

 

 

 

 

   


